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Abstract

The Korean Fighter Experiment/Indonesian Fighter Experiment KFX/IFX Joint Development is a project between Indonesia and South Korean aimed at fostering the self-reliant defense industry in face of the great power's accelerated major weaponry system build-ups. Since the outset, however, the project has to cope with barriers derived from both the sponsoring governments. This article intends to show the extent to which such barriers have come about, and demonstrates that for one thing the restriction of technology on the part of the great powers have come about. The article employs a macro level economic collaboration theory of defense procurement acquisition combined with a descriptive qualitative approach to discover the aspects of military industrial complex relations in the KFX/IFX project. The finding of the research reveals about an 'iron' triangular international defense relationship existing between Indonesia, South Korea, and the United States in the KFX/IFX project.
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